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ABSTRACT
Designing and building Virtual Environments is not an easy task,
especially when it comes to specifying object behavior where
either knowledge about animation techniques or programming
skills are required. With our approach, VR-WISE, we try to
facilitate the design of VEs and make this more accessible to
novice users. In this paper, we present how behavior is specified
in VR-WISE, as well as the prototype developed for the approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia
Information Systems – Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities,
Evaluation/methodology.

General Terms
Design.

Keywords
Virtual Reality, Conceptual Modeling, Design Phase, Behavior

1. INTRODUCTION
These days, Virtual Environments (VEs) are used for numerous
purposes. Despite the fact that its use has grown, the design and
development of VEs is only performed by experienced people
since the technology is not very accessible to novice users. This
situation is especially noticeable in the development of the
behavior. In the complete design process of a VE, specifying the
animations of the objects is usually the most difficult bit for
inexperienced people [5].
We have developed an approach, called VR-WISE, to support the
design phase in the development process of a VE and to enable
the specification of a VE at a high-level, free from any
implementation aspects. The aim of VR-WISE is to make the
design more intuitive, requiring less background and thus making
the technology available to a broader public. In this paper, we
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show how behavior can be specified at a high level and by means
of a graphical language. The language is action-oriented; meaning
that it focuses on the different actions that an object must be able
to perform rather than on the states an object can be in. Specifying
behavior in such a way is much more intuitive for nonprofessionals because the behaviors are specified in a way similar
as they would have in natural language.
In most animation models for VEs, the lifetime of the objects and
their visual representation are not explicitly specified. Usually, it
is assumed that the object already exists when the behavior starts;
also often the visual representation of the object remains the same
throughout the complete behavior. If one wants to go beyond this
and deal with such behavior, one needs to resort to programming
in order to do so. The graphical specification language proposed
here includes modeling constructs to specify changes in the
content of the VE over time (e.g., creating, modifying or deleting
objects). These modeling constructs complements the ones for
specifying the change of the poses of the objects in a VE as
available in most modeling tools.
The work presented here closely relates to [6] where the design of
behavior is also addressed using a graphical notation.
Unfortunately, for simple behaviors, the specification becomes
large and difficult to read and is therefore not very suitable for
novices. In [1] an icon-based approach is presented to specify
behaviors of objects in VRML. However, considerable knowledge
about the VRML language is required. Similar modeling concepts
as ours are introduced in [3]. However, these are limited in such a
way that no actual code can be generated for them. A commercial
development environment that closely relates to our research is
Virtools Dev [7]. Also Virtools allows constructing object
behavior graphically by combining a number of primitive building
blocks together. However, the function-based mechanism tends to
be less comprehensible for novices.

2. VR-WISE AND TOOL SUPPORT
The development process in the VR-WISE approach is divided
into three (mainly) sequential steps. The Specification step allows
the designer to specify the VE at a high level using domain
knowledge together with high-level modeling concepts. In this
step, the domain objects needed in the VE, the relationships
between them as well as their behaviors, the interactions with
other objects and with the user are specified. There is a strong
similarity between how one describes a VE in our approach and
how it would be done using natural language. The Mapping step

involves specifying the mappings from the higher conceptual level
into the lower implementation level. The purpose of the mapping
is to specify how a particular domain concept described in the first
step should be represented in the VE. The Generation step will
generate the actual source code for the VE specified in the
Specification step using the mappings defined in the Mapping
step. A detailed overview of the approach can be found in [4].

The first step consists of building Behavior Definition Diagrams,
which allows the designer to define the different behaviors for an
object. The behavior is defined independent of the structure of the
object, and independent of how the behavior will be triggered.
This improves reusability and enhances flexibility as the same
behavior definition can be reused for different objects and/or can
be triggered in different ways.

To support the VR-WISE approach, we developed a design
environment called OntoWorld. This software tool enables a
designer to firstly build a complete conceptual specification of the
VE, and then specify all the desired mappings after which a
number of code files are automatically generated. The prototype
tool has been extended with the Conceptual Specification Builder
(CSB), a diagram editor supporting the modeling of VEs. The
static structure of the VE as well as the behavior of its objects (as
will be described in this paper) can be specified using the CSB.
The OntoWorld tool has also been extended with a Verbalizer.
This module allows the automatically generation of a textual
formulation of the specifications. Adding this feature to the
modeling environment of the VR-WISE approach has a number of
interesting advantages:
♦ Interactive Design. The generation of textual formulations
will allow for an early detection of errors and results in a
more iterative design process.
♦ Code Documentation. In the same way as the textual
formulations are generated at design time, the code
generator can use these formulations to document the code.

Figure 1 shows an extract of the Behavior Definition Diagram
defining the behaviors for the objects (buildings) inside an
environment representing a city. Basically, a Behavior Definition
Diagram consists of a number of actors (represented by a circle
e.g., City-Hall, Bridge) attached to behaviors (represented by
means of a rectangle and carrying an icon to represent the type of
behavior). An actor can be seen as a kind of abstract object.
Because we want the definition of a behavior to be separated from
the actual definition of the structure of the objects, actors are used
to specify behavior instead of actual objects. A behavior can be
either primitive or complex. Examples of primitive behavior are
move, turn, roll, position, orient,… Complex behaviors have an
additional area containing the diagram that describes the complex
behavior (see e.g., BuildMuseum, DestroyBridge). In order to
cope with complex situations, both the primitive behaviors and
the complex behaviors may have an optional area that holds a
(textual) script (see e.g., BuildStores). To specify complex
behavior, behaviors (primitive as well as complex) can be
combined by means of operators (represented by means of a
rounded rectangle and also carrying an icon to denote its type).
There are three types of operators: temporal, lifetime and
conditional operators. The temporal operators allow
synchronizing the behaviors (example operators are before, meets,
overlaps, starts, …). Lifetime operators control the lifetime of a
behavior (example operators are enable, disable, …) and the
conditional operator controls the flow by means of a condition.

3. MODELLING BEHAVIOR IN VR-WISE
In this section, we will discuss the different behavior modeling
concepts of the VR-WISE approach. They are illustrated by
means of a more elaborated example. Specifying the behaviors in
VR-WISE is done in two separate steps: (1) specifying the
Behavior Definition and (2) specifying the Behavior Invocation.

Figure 1. Behavior Definition Diagram

As shown in the example, when the BuildMuseum behavior is
executed it starts the Cuboid-to-Hemi-Sphere behavior of the
City-Hall actor. This transformation behavior will trigger the
DestroyBridge behavior as soon as it finishes (expressed by the
meets operator). The Restructure behavior is executed 25 seconds
after the BuildMuseum behavior. This Restructure behavior is
running in parallel with the DestroyMuseum behavior. The
BuildStores behavior is running with an overlap of 10 seconds
with the DestroyMuseum behavior.
The second step in the behavior modeling process consists of
creating a Behavior Invocation Diagram for each Behavior
Definition Diagram. This type of diagram allows attaching the
behaviors defined in a Behavior Definition Diagram to the actual
objects, and to parameterize them according to the needs.
Furthermore, these diagrams also specify the events that may
trigger the behaviors of the objects. Due to space limitations, the
Behavior Invocation Diagram of the example is not included here.
More details on modeling the general behavior can be found in
[4]. In the remaining part of this section, a number of additional
modeling concepts for modeling object dynamics, i.e. to describe
structural changes in the VE (e.g. adding, modifying or deleting
objects) rather than just describing the different poses of the
objects, will be discussed.

3.1 Modeling the Creation and Removal
A first issue in building dynamic scenes is to cope with new
objects. The construct-behavior allows specifying how at run-time
new objects can be created and inserted into the VE. The
construct-behavior has at least one output actor, i.e. representing
the object that is created. Creating a new object is done by
instantiating a concept that has been described in the Domain
Specification. This concept is specified as output actor. The object
that is to be created also needs to be positioned and oriented in the
VE. This is specified by means of a so-called Structure Chunk.
This is a small Structure Diagram. Structure diagrams are used in
our approach to specify the structure of the environment at a high
level. Specifying structure is done by means of spatial
relationships and orientation relationships. Also connection
relations can be used for building complex objects. As these
relations have been described elsewhere [2], the paper will not
discuss them. Here, the structure chunk describes the positioning
of a particular object (in terms of an actor) at the time of the
instantiation. Note that after the creation has been completed, the
description given in the structure chunk might not be valid
anymore, depending on whether the objects involved have
performed some other behavior or not. The construct-behavior is
graphically represented in a similar way as the other behaviors
except that it has additional area to specify the structure chunk.
It is also possible to specify how the objects that should be created
need to be introduced in the VE. This is done by means of the
optional property method. The value for this property can be
either appear, fade-in, grow and zoom-in. When ‘appear’ is used,
the object will just appear as such. ‘fade-in’ allows the object to
gradually become visible. ‘grow’ and ‘zoom-in’ make the object
entering the VE by gradually expanding from nothing to the
actual size from either the ground (grow) or the center (zoom-in).
In the example (figure 1), the creation of an actor Museum is
defined in the BuildMuseum behavior. The structure chunk

specifies that the newly created object must be north of the CityHall with a distance of 150 meters and oriented with its right side
to the front side of this City-Hall. To handle the creation of
different objects, the construct-behavior can be repeated as can be
seen in the BuildStore behavior. This is done using a scripting
language. In this behavior definition, the output is a list of Store
actors. This is specified by the notation: {…}*. Such a list of
objects can be manipulated as a whole or the separated objects in
this list can be manipulated individually.
In addition to creating new objects, building dynamic scene also
include the removal of objects from the scene. Therefore, the
destruct-behavior has been introduced. Note that destroying an
object will not only make the object to disappear from the
environment but will also delete it from the scene-graph. When
the object that needs to be destroyed is part of a connectionless
complex object, the relationships in which this object was
involved will be deleted too; when it is part of a connected
complex object, the connections of the object will also be deleted.
Similarly as for the construction of objects, an optional method
property can be specified. The possible values for this property
are here: disappear, fade-out, shrink and zoom-out. When
‘disappear’ is used, the object just disappears at once. When
‘fade-out’ is taken as value, the object will gradually become
invisible. ‘Shrink’ and ‘zoom-out’ allows to remove the object by
gradually become smaller, either towards the ground or towards
the center of the object respectively.
In figure 1, the destruction-behavior called DestroyMuseum is
defined for a Museum actor, stating that any object implementing
this actor could possibly be destroyed. This \speed argument
specifies how fast the object should disappear. A high speed will
let the object disappear almost immediately while a low speed will
fade-out the object gradually.

3.2 Modeling Changing Objects
An issue that still remains open is the modeling of the structural
modifications that an object may undergo.
In section 2, it was explained that a concept (or an instance) is
given a specific representation in the VE using mappings. When
creating animations stretching over a longer period of time, it
could happen that also the representation of the concepts should
change (during simulation). The first type of modification we
considered is the transformation-behavior. This type of behavior
will change the appearance of an object. Note that the concept
itself is not changed; only its representation in the VE is changed.
Changing the representation of an object may also cause changes
of the properties of the representation. These changes can be
described by means of transformation rules (specified in the
middle area of the graphical representation of the behavior). With
a transformation rule, the designer can describe for example, that
the length in the original representation (source) is being
transformed into the radius of new representation (target) in a
certain way (e.g., radius = length/2). When no rules are given, a
standard one-to-one transformation is performed for the
corresponding properties when possible; otherwise the defaults of
the properties are taken.
In the example of our city evolution, the City-Hall actor has a
transformation behavior that changes the City-Hall’s
representation from a cuboid to a hemi-sphere.

To create VE with a high degree of realism, we also have to
consider objects breaking or falling apart. This brings us to the
second type of modification supported by our approach, namely
the disperse-behavior. A disperse-behavior subdivides an object
into two (or more) pieces. The disperse-behavior has one input
actor and two or more output actors. The input actor represents
the object that will be subdivided and the output actors represent
the pieces. After such a behavior has been executed, the input
object is destroyed and the output objects have been created. Like
in the construct-behavior, the new objects that result from such a
behavior need to be positioned in the environment. Again, a static
structure chunk is used for relating the newly created objects to
each other and for relating them to already existing objects.
Again, placing the objects can be done by means of spatial and
orientation relations.
If a disperse-behavior is invoked on a complex object (connected
or unconnected), the disperse behavior will remove all the
relations that exist between the (parts of the) complex object. This
implies that if the user moves one of the objects, the other objects
will not move accordingly since there is no physical connection
anymore. Note that the disperse-behavior could be replaced by a
behavior that executes the destruction of the input object
immediately followed by the construction of the output objects.
However, in the disperse-behavior, all the information of the
original object can be used for the creation of the new objects.
In the behavior definition in figure 1, the definition for a behavior
DestroyBridge is given. It specifies that the complete bridge will
disperse in two objects, two smaller pieces of the bridge. The
structure chunk specifies that one of the pieces (the Left Part) is
positioned left of the other one (the Right Part).
Opposed to objects breaking or falling apart, modeling VEs with
dynamic objects also requires having means of joining objects
together. In other words, we need to be able to specify that objects
can be created by combining objects or assembling objects at
runtime hereby creating either complex connected or complex
unconnected objects. To support this, we have the grouping
behavior. This kind of behavior allows creating spatial
relationships or orientation relationships (for unconnected
objects) and making connections (for connected objects) at
runtime. Such a behavior definition has two (or more) input actors
and one output actor. The output actor represents the newly
created (complex) object that is built up of the pieces represented
by the input actors. Also here, a static structure chunk is used to
describe the structure of the new object, which should be based on
the part-objects. Note that in this case, the static structure chunk is
used to express a complex object and therefore the relationships
that will be created at run-time, will be fixed relationships. This
means that after the behavior has been performed for a number of
objects, the newly created object will behave as a complex object
and therefore if one of its parts or the object itself is for example
moved, the relations will ensure that other parts are also moved.
In the definition in figure 1, the HQ actor and the Factory actor
represent the input objects of the Restructure behavior. These
actors are being taken together according to the relations that are
specified between them to form a site (the Site actor).
Both the disperse- and the grouping-behavior have counterparts,
namely combine and ungrouping respectively. The combine

behavior will merge a number of objects together in the same way
as the grouping but with this difference that the input objects do
not exist anymore once the behavior has been performed. The
ungrouping-behavior is the reverse of the grouping and removes
connections that were made during this grouping. Here, the
difference with the disperse-behavior is that the output objects are
not created but already exist. We will not give examples for these
behaviors, as they are similar to those already discussed.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced our approach for modeling
object dynamics in a VE. The approach is based on high level,
implementation independent specifications and intuitive modeling
concepts. Usually, animation techniques are used to specify how
certain aspects of objects should change. More advanced object
behavior like the ones described here cannot be specified and are
usually implemented using a programming language. In this
paper, we discussed how it is possible to specify object dynamics
at a high level and using intuitive modeling concepts. A prototype
tool has been developed to support the VR-WISE approach. A
verbalizer, which automatically generates textual explanations for
the diagrams, has been added. This greatly improves the
understanding of the diagrams.
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